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welcomed into the HF2 ‘Family’ and are
enjoying it all!

Welcome to the second edition of F2 Briefing
2018.

In keeping with the Family theme a Barbeque
and Awards Presentation is planned for
Silverstone on Saturday evening.

The 2018 Season
The Season seems to be passing in a blur. There
seems hardly time to draw breath before the
next round is upon us.
The success of our Hockenheimring meeting
continued at Brands Hatch just ten days ago.
A glance at the calendar tells me Silverstone is
just eight days away!
A particular highlight for me of the meetings
this year has been the number of new drivers
joining, in particular the way they have been
able to ‘settle in’ and are enjoying the
challenges of Historic Formula 2 racing and
international events. It is easy for us regulars
to take for granted things that may seem
daunting to the uninitiated. As if FIA
Scrutineers, HTPs and parc ferme were not
enough, there are the challenges of travel to the
Continent and new and often very fast circuits
to contend with.
It is a measure of our Championship and its
drivers that our new colleagues were warmly

Klaus and Tatyana Bergs will be your hosts.
In addition to fine German fare please feel free
to contribute to the barbeque and do bring
something for the drinks counter. If you are
able to help with tables and chairs it would be
appreciated.
Grahame White will be presenting awards from
our 2017 Championship and Class Awards for
our Hockenheimring and Brands Hatch
Historic Festival championship rounds.
Circumstances prevent me driving at
Silverstone but Mo and I will be there. Mo will
‘set-up’ in a garage so do be sure to pop in for
a coffee or tea plus a cake over the weekend.
Rules and Regulations
Nothing new to relate so I thought it would be
appropriate to devote a little space to the
subject of parc ferme, an FIA mandated
procedure that causes a certain amount of angst
among drivers.
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Nigel Edwards, our Eligibility Scrutineer and
familiar figure to you all, often found peering
closely, very closely, at your car, has very kindly
contributed the following comments on the
matter.
Scrutineering has gone well this year,
thanks to the cooperation and helpful
attitude of all drivers and their mechanics.
Please be aware when making your postevent travel plans that as a Series
sanctioned by the FIA, there will be a 30
minute Parc Fermé after every qualifying
and race session, unless Force Majeure
dictates otherwise.
I intend checking all the usual eligibility
items on a regular basis for all cars (and
to be fair, not just the leaders) – weight;
ground clearance; front and rear wing
dimensions;
adherance
to
HTP
specification (including period-correct
dampers); helmet/Roll-Hoop clearance.
As part of the usual safety checks before
being allowed to participate in the formal
sessions, there will always be safety checks
that should always include the following
specific items involving valid “in date”
and
specification
checks:
fire
extinguishers (new or serviced in last 24
months); harness (in date); helmets
(correct FIA/Snell specification and in
date); head and neck restraint (correct
FIA specification); overalls, gloves boots
and
underwear
(correct
FIA
specification). If you have any doubts at
all, please call or speak with me at your
convenience.

With regard to weight, please be aware
that this is an absolute measurement and
is dry-weight (i.e. all fuel removed), with
no under-weight tolerance. Consequently,
if a car is within 3kg of its lowest weight,
some organisers have recently requested
that all fuel is removed before a re-weigh.
If you change something substantial
(bodywork, wheel type, battery etc.), please
check your car’s weight before qualifying.
Finally, if you have reason to remove your
car’s cylinder head, I will be delighted to
visit your workshop (within reason) to
measure accurately its bore & stroke and
hence capacity and then formally seal the
sump plus give you a formal MSA
Eligibility Scrutineer’s sealing report.
Nigel Edwards
Nigel Edwards MSA Scrutineer Car
& Eligibility and HTP Registrar
So, just the briefest of Briefings this time, I
will sign off now with some memories of
Hockenheimring and Brands Hatch.
See you there!
Kind Regards,
Roger
It is not too late get your Silverstone entry in!
See Next Page for a couple of pictures of the
Podium Parades for Hockenheim and Brands
Hatch.
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HOCKENHEIM

BRANDS HATCH - First Race Winners

HI-JINKS at HOHI - A very European Celebration

Chris L-P - Dean Forward - Matthew Wrigley

Second Race Winners

2nd Podium Repeat for
Robert Simac - Hans Peter- Torgny Johansson

Mike Bletsoe-B - Matthew Wrigley - James King
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